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NEW AQUILA 70 POWER
CATAMARAN
AQUILA 70 LUXURY (2025)

Sino Eagle Yachts

Length 21.3 M (70’)
Located: Martinique

Ref. 1562

$ 0
approx € 0

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

NEW AQUILA 70 POWER CATAMARAN Ref. 1562
AQUILA 70 LUXURY (2025)

Sino Eagle Yachts Located: Martinique

Type Modern
Propulsion Power
Hull Catamaran
Length 21.3m (70’)
Beam 8.2m (27')
Draft 1.4m (5')
Hull Material Fiberglass
Engine 2 / Volvo / D13
Engine HP 1000

PAX 12

Built/Refit 2025/-
Builder
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NEW AQUILA 70 POWER CATAMARAN Ref. 1562
AQUILA 70 LUXURY (2025)

Sino Eagle Yachts Located: Martinique

Comments: Aquila 70 Luxury Power Catamaran

● Accommodation:

Cabins 4/5/6
Heads with separate showers 4/5/6
Sleeps up to 12.

● Propulsion:

Standard 2x D13 1000hp Volvo Penta diesel engine
Optional Emotion hybrid power and navigation package.

Gorgeous lines, super balanced, intelligent luxury. These are just a few ways to describe our new flagship, the
Aquila 70 Luxury Power Catamaran. This breathtaking and powerful catamaran is like nothing you have ever
stepped aboard. With an aesthetically pleasing design at every angle, the Aquila 70 looks like the stunning
luxury yacht that it is.

The Aquila 70 can top out at 27 knots (with the optional engines) yet still cover long ranges at slower speeds.
Power and maneuverability come from Volvo Penta inboards coupled with joystick control. Carbon fiber
reinforcements keep weight down while adding to the yacht’s strength. The high bridge-deck clearance allows
for even more comfort underway and improved speeds.

For your relaxation and entertainment needs, the Aquila 70 has massive spaces designed with European flair
that are bright, inviting, and welcoming including a 27’ wide master suite. Versatile interior layouts, along with
rich wood finishes, soft fabrics, smart appliances, designer furnishings, incredible headroom, and panoramic
windows make your experience onboard even better.

Outdoor areas receive just as much attention. Our signature stairs make it easy to access the foredeck from
the flybridge, which can be fully open or enclosed with A/C and a wide Portuguese bridge for easy access
from aft to bow. If you prefer, spend your time hanging out aft, with its comfortable plush seating, huge beach
area, deep swim ladder and excellent dinghy launching.

This 70' power catamaran is truly a crowning achievement.

Available for sale to Caribbean residents or future owners with sailing program in Caribbean.
Contact us to obtain a personalized quote.

Our partner provides you with the opportunity to own an AQUILA 70 without the expenses and challenges of
traditional ownership.

OUR PARTNER GIVES YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP A CREWED CHARTER BUSINESS IN
CARIBBEAN THROUGH A TAILORED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.

TAKE TO THE SEA..... LEAVE THE PROBLEMS BEHIND!


